
 

 

 

Using a Whip Arrestor 
A whip arrestor is a device for securing the discharge pipe from the Tanker to the customers silo 
inlet pipe in case the pipe clamp fails or has not been fitted securely, 
It is the responsibility of all drivers to comply with this Safe systems of work whilst carrying out this 
task. 
Below is a diagram of a typical whip arrestor used on Cemex sites (F1) but Dowse haulage have 
designed our own which prevent finger traps, use this if you prefer (F2). 
Before starting the task ensure you are wearing the correct PPE Gloves, Close fitting Goggles which 
are in good condition and not damaged or scratched which may inpeed visibility, Comply with site 
safety rules, if there are’nt any, the Dowse Minimal PPE policy applies, Adopt MY SPACE principles. 
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1. If a serviceable whip arrestor is available it must be used. 
2. Visually inspect the whip arrestor for signs of wear, damage or cement residue which may prevent the 

collar moving freely. 
3. If the whip arrestor has broken steel wire rope (swr) strands or is not fit for purpose report it to the site 

supervisor & get a replacement. Fill in a “hazard alert card” before leaving site. If no serviceable 
replacement is available proceed with the delivery but use caution. 

4. Adopt a posture that will aid balance. 
5. Hook one loop of the whip arrestor over the end of the customer’s inlet pipe. To assist in fitting it over the 

inlet pipe pull the collar against the spring with the one hand to make the loop larger.  
6. Release the collar in a controlled manner allowing the spring to close the loop. Keep your fingers out of the 

way of the leading edge of the collar to prevent a pinch injury between the collar and the steel wire rope of 
the loop. 

7. Repeat the above process with the free end of the whip arrestor so that both loops are attached to the 
customers silo inlet pipe. 

8. Attach the delivery pipe to the customers silo pipe as per SSOW 001. 
9. Pull the collar of the lower loop against the spring with one hand to make the loop larger to assist in fitting it 

over the unicone clamp & onto the delivery pipe. 
10. Release the collar in a controlled manner allowing the spring to close the loop. Keep your fingers out of the 

way of the leading edge of the collar to prevent a pinch injury between the collar and the steel wire rope of 
the loop. 

11. After completing the delivery remove the whip arrestor in the reverse order to fitting it. 
12. Visually inspect the whip arrestor for signs of wear, damage or cement residue. 

 

After completing the activity/task 

 

1. Return the Cemex whip arrestor to the site supervisor. 
2. If any damage or wear is found report it to the site supervisor so it can be replaced. 
3. Complete a “hazard alert card” before leaving site if damage is found. 
4. Return Dowse whip arrestor to tank, report any defects to Dowse fitters. 
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